**PARTS INCLUDED**

- **Part A**
  1 TV Mount Arm
  (Long “L shaped” slotted bracket)

- **Part B**
  1 Wally TV Mount Bracket
  (Short “L shaped” slotted bracket)

- **Part C**
  2 Wally TV Mount Bracket Screws
  (Short Phillips Head Screws)

- **Part D**
  1 Wally Mount Backing Plate
  (Short channeled and slotted bracket)

- **Part E**
  2 Wally Mount Standoffs
  (Knurled)

- **Part F**
  2 Wally Mount Standoff Screws
  (Long Phillips Head Screws)

**INSTRUCTIONS**

**Step 1:**
Using the supplied Wally TV mount bracket screws (Part C), join the TV mount arm (Part A) to the Wally TV mount bracket (Part B) and thoroughly tighten the screws.

**Step 2:**
Place the Wally mount backing plate (Part D) onto the Wally TV mount bracket (Part B).

*Note:* The Wally mount backing plate is channeled and the lips on the Wally mount backing plate should be pointing away from the Wally receiver when the Wally receiver is installed on the mount.

Insert the provided Wally mount standoff screws (Part F) through the slotted section of both pieces (Wally mount backing plate and Wally TV mount bracket) and loosely thread the Wally mount standoffs (Part E) onto the Wally mount standoff screws (Part F) to hold the assembly together.
INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED

Step 3:
Locate the two mounting slots on the back of the Wally receiver.
Align the Wally mount standoffs on the Wally mount backing plate with the Wally receiver’s mounting slots. Insert and fully engage the Wally mount standoffs into the Wally receiver’s mounting slots.
Lay the entire assembly with the Wally receiver (“SmartCard” pointed towards you) onto a flat surface.
Align and tighten the Wally mount standoff screws to ensure good engagement between the Wally mount standoffs and the Wally receiver’s mounting slots.

⚠️ CONFIRM THAT THE WALLY MOUNT BACKING PLATE IS NOW SECURE AND TIGHT!

Carefully, detach the Wally receiver from the Wally receiver TV mount assembly and go to the next step.

Step 4:
On the back of the TV, locate the TV’s built-in wall mount provisions. (Can be used in conjunction with most TV wall mounts)
Fasten the Wally receiver TV mount assembly horizontally to the back of your TV by utilizing the slot in the TV mount arm and the TV’s built-in wall mount provisions. (Hardware not included)

**Note:** The Wally receiver TV mount assembly can only be installed in a horizontal orientation. Do not install vertically.

⚠️ CHECK THAT THE WALLY RECEIVER TV MOUNT ASSEMBLY IS LEVEL AND PROPERLY TIGHTEN IT TO THE TV.

Step 5:
Prepare the Wally receiver for the Wally receiver TV mount. Orient the Wally receiver onto its side, with the front panel buttons facing to the left and the “SmartCard” port on top.

**Optional:** Pre-wire and connect the Wally receiver for final installation. Check ALL clearances, cable lengths and cable routing to avoid damaging equipment. DO NOT plug-in live AC power at the power strip and/or wall outlet until Step 5 is complete.

Carefully attach the Wally receiver to the Wally receiver TV mount by utilizing the Wally receiver’s mounting slots.

⚠️ ENSURE THAT THE WALLY RECEIVER’S MOUNTING SLOTS HAVE FULLY ENGAGED THE WALLY MOUNT STANDOFFS!

The Wally receiver should now hang level and secure on the Wally receiver TV mount.